We implemented a variation after projection (VAP) algorithm based on a triaxially deformed Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov vacuum state. This is the first projected mean field study that includes all the quantum numbers (except parity), i.e., spin (J), isospin (T ) and mass number (A). Systematic VAP calculations with JT A-projection have been performed for the even-even sd-shell nuclei with the USDB Hamiltonian. All the VAP ground state energies are within 500 keV above the exact shell model values. Our VAP calculations show that the spin projection has two important effects: (1) the spin projection is crucial in achieving good approximation of the full shell model calculation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) method has been very successful in describing the global properties of the ground states throughout the whole nuclear region. As a mean field method, HFB breaks the symmetries of the nuclear system, and can be used to study the intrinsic shapes. The HFB calculations with Gogny force show that almost all the calculated 1712 nuclei have axially symmetric HFB minima [1] .
Projection can be done on a HFB vacuum to recover the symmetries that the Hamiltonian obeys. To test the quality of the projected wavefunctions, one can compare them with the exact shell model ones using a common Hamiltonian. HFB and variation after projected HFB calculations with shell model Hamiltonians have been reported by several authors [2] [3] [4] [5] . For those calculations without projection, the HFB vacuum states are often assumed to be axially symmetric [4] . Indeed, we will see below that all the calculated HFB minima in sd-shell nuclei, except 24 Mg, are exactly axial with the USDB Hamiltonian [6] .
However, if one performs the variation of the projected HFB vacuum, usually called variation after projection (VAP) [7] , it is likely that the intrinsic shape may changes due to the inclusion of beyond mean field correlations. One typical example is the ground state of 32 Mg, which is predicted to be spherical at the mean field level [8] , but it turns out to have a quadrupole deformation when the correlations associated with the restoration of the broken rotational symmetry are considered [9] . Another example is 56 Ni, whose ground state is spherical at the mean field level, but is slightly deformed when performing the projected energy surface calculation [10] .
Moreover, the triaxial (γ) degree of freedom plays important roles on the low-lying collective dynamics in this mass region [11] . In 24 Mg the possibility of the triaxial deformation in the ground state was discussed for decades [12] [13] [14] , and it is still being used as the testing ground for modern theories involving angular momentum (spin) projection [15] [16] [17] .
In this work, we perform VAP calculations of the eveneven sd-shell nuclei using the USDB Hamiltonian. Here, we allow the γ degree of freedom in the HFB transformation. The shell model Hamiltonian conserves the spin (J), isospin (T ), as well as the mass number (A). Hence a complete projection should recover all J, T , and A quantum numbers. This is generally very much timeconsuming because of the 7-dimensional integration ( 3 for J, 3 for T , and 1 for A). Presently, we can only carry out such extensive studies in the sd shell. For efficiency, we use the new techniques of Refs. [18] [19] [20] to evaluate the kernels for projections.
II. THE VAP METHOD
From a randomly chosen HFB vacuum state |Φ 0 , one can construct a new HFB vacuum state |Φ using the Thouless theorem [7] . Namely,
where P J MK , P T MT KT and P A are the spin, isospin and mass number projection operators, respectively. The isospin projection operator is similar to the spin projection operator but in the isospin space. E JT A and the corresponding coefficients f KKT are obtained by solving
One can also calculate E T A with T A-projection by simply removing the spin projection from Eqs. (2-4) . For the A-projection, the corresponding energy, E A , is reduced to
Without any projection, we define
It is natural that one may consider the neutron (N ) and proton (Z) projection, as has been done in Refs. [2, 5] . However, this is essentially the same as the T Z Aprojection (T Z = (N − Z)/2). Here, we prefer to take T A-projection to recover the total isospin symmetry.
VAP calculations can be performed by changing the d matrix in Eq.(1). Here, we impose the following restrictions for the d matrix: (1) d is real, (2) keeping the time reversal symmetry, and (3) no mixing between neutron and proton in the HFB transformation. Therefore the total number of free VAP parameters for sd-shell is reduced to N V AP = 42. In practice we start with d = 0 and with Nilsson+BCS vacuum states |Φ 0 obtained with randomly chosen quadrupole parameters [10] .
To extract the intrinsic shape, the quadrupole moment and the triaxial degree of freedom, Q and γ, are defined such that
Q sin γ = Ψ| 16π 5 When performing the energy variation, one may find that there might be more than one energy minima. Therefore, the energy variation should be calculated several times with different starting |Φ 0 states which are randomly chosen. We then identify the lowest minimum, and denote it with E * . Here and below, we only discuss the results corresponding to E * . In the present work, we adopt the USDB Hamiltonian [6] . The HFB energy for 24 Mg is E * HF B = −80.965 MeV with the constraints Φ|N |Φ = N and Φ|Ẑ|Φ = Z. This is the only sd-shell nucleus for which the HFB calculation gives a non-axial shape with Q * HF B = 18.659 and γ * HF B = 11.96
• (here and below the Q * and γ * are the shape parameters that can be associated with the absolute minimum for some VAP choice). Let's first do the simplest VAP with only A-projection (called VAP-A). Since the particle number is already projected out, it might be unnecessary to impose a constraint to the average particle number of the HFB vacuum. To check this conjecture, we start from several different |Φ 0 states and perform VAP-A. The results for few selected |Φ 0 choices are shown in Table I • (see the last line in Table I ). However, for the VAP with T A-projection, the situation becomes a little different.
VAP calculations with T A-projection (called VAP-TA) are listed in Table II . Unlike VAP-A, even if one imposes Â = A = 8 for 24 Mg, the converged |Φ is still not unique as the E HF B energy appears randomly. Moreover, the E A energy is not unique either. Interestingly, after T A-projection, those different |Φ vacuum states have exactly the same projected energy E * T A = −82.831(MeV) and the same Q T A = 17.295. Therefore, we can associate the shape parameter corresponding Q * T A = Q T A = 17.295 to this projected minimum. Similarly, we found (after rotation) γ * T A = γ T A = 0.09
• , which describes an almost axial-shape. One can conclude that only Q T A and γ T A are meaningful in describing the shape of the VAP-TA projected state.
A complete symmetry restoration is the JT Aprojection. VAP results with JT A-projection (called as VAP-JTA) are shown in Table III Table III can not be uniquely determined, even if one enforces the Â = A constraint. Fortunately, with the additional spin projection, all E T A values are found to be −79.879 MeV, and similarly the corresponding shape is described by Q T A = 19.057 and γ T A = 16.96
• . Therefore, the quantities that can be associated with the shape of VAP-JTA wavefunction should also be Q * JT A = Q T A = 19.057 and γ * JT A = γ T A = 16.96
• . One can study the shape evolution of 24 Mg from HFB to VAP-JTA. In VAP-TA, Q * T A looks smaller than Q * HF B
in HFB, and γ * T A tends to be close to zero (axial shape). However in VAP-JTA, Q * JT A is larger than the Q * HF B in HFB, and γ * JT A tends to describe a triaxial shape. This triaxiality in VAP-JTA, in comparison with VAP-TA, is likely caused by the spin projection. To determine if this phenomenon is more general, we performed systematic VAP calculations for a larger number of even-even sdshell nuclei.
IV.
VAP CALCULATIONS FOR EVEN-EVEN sd-SHELL NUCLEI VAP calculations have been performed for the ground states of even-even sd-shell nuclei. The calculated energies relative to the shell model ones are shown in Figure  1a . The numerical results are given in Table IV . Here, we didn't include the Oxygen isotopes and the N = 20 isotones because their VAP-JTA energies are exactly the same as the shell model results (E SM ). This special case is discussed below. The VAP-JTA energies are much lower than those of HFB and VAP-TA. Moreover, The VAP-JTA energies for 20 Ne, 28 Ne, and 36 Ar nuclei are exactly the same as the shell model results (see also Figure  1b ). This can be understood by comparing the number of VAP parameters, N V AP , with the shell model dimension, N JT (the total number of the independent basis states with good JT ). Here, N V AP = 42. The N JT values with J = 0 and T = 0 for both 20 Ne and 36 Ar are only 21. For 28 Ne, N JT for J = 0 and T = 4 is 43. It looks that when N JT is less than, or close to N V AP , then the VAP-JTA energy is likely to be the same as the shell model one. Indeed, for all even-even oxygen isotopes and can be extracted using Eqs. (7) and (8). In Fig. 2a , the γ * HF B values in HFB are either 0
• for 24 Mg, thus supporting the conclusion that HFB likely presents axially deformed shapes. In Fig. 2b , the shapes in VAP-TA calculations still remain axially symmetric, except for 26 Mg, which has γ * T A = 25.7
• . Quite differently, the γ *
JT A values in the VAP-JTA calculations (Fig. 2c) show that all these nuclei are nonaxial without exception. Comparing these results with those of Fig. 2a , one can conclude that the triaxiality in VAP-JTA is definitely a beyond mean-field effect, which is likely to be a universal phenomenon. Fig. 2b , however, excludes the possibility that the isospin projection and the mass projection lead to triaxiality. Thus, the only possible cause of the triaxiality is the beyond mean-field spin projection.
To study directly the effect of spin projection, one can start from a Hartree-Fock (HF) Slater determinant (SD) and perform VAP calculations with only spin projection (called VAP-HF). The converged energies, E * P HF , relative to E SM , are shown in Fig. 1a . The results show that VAP-HF is better than VAP-TA, and quite close to the VAP-JTA. The quadrupole moment Q * P HF and γ * P HF corresponding to E * P HF can be calculated using Eqs. (7) and (8) with |Ψ replaced by the converged SD. These quantities are uniquely determined, and are shown in Fig. 2d . Again, all the γ * P HF values are distributed in the interval (0 • , 60 • ), which is very similar to Fig. 2c . Therefore, we could conclude that VAP results that include spin projection can always be associated with intrinsic states having triaxial deformation.
One more interesting phenomenon, however, is related to the VAP-JTA calculations for 20 Ne, 28 Ne, and 36 Ar. We have shown above that the E * JT A energies of these nuclei are the same as the exact shell model results. Surprisingly, the corresponding Q T A and γ T A values are not unique, which is quite different from other nuclei with E * JT A > E SM . For example, the results for 20 Ne are shown in Table V . With the same converged E * JT A = −40.472MeV, one can clearly see that starting with different initial states |Φ 0 , the result for Q T A and γ T A could be different. These results indicate that it may not be possible to associate an unique intrinsic deformation with an exact eigenstate of the Hamiltonian.
V. SUMMARY
We implemented an algorithm that performs variation after projection (VAP) on spin, isospin, and mass number of a triaxially deformed Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov vacuum state. This is the first projected mean field study that includes all these quantum numbers.
We start from a randomly chosen HFB vacuum state and carry out VAP calculations for 24 Mg in sd-shell with various projections. In the VAP-A case the converged solution is independent of the Fermi level (chemical potential). Although the associated HFB vacuum does not have definite quadrupole moment Q HF B and triaxial deformation parameter γ HF B , one can use the unique Q A and γ A to describe the intrinsic deformation of the VAP-A state. Similarly, in the VAP-TA calculations, Q A and γ A can not be uniquely determined, but Q T A and γ T A are unique and can be associated with the intrinsic deformation of the VAP-TA state. It is not possible to directly define deformation parameters Q and γ for the VAP-JTA wave function, which has the symmetries fully restored, but the Q T A and γ T A calculated with the VAP-JTA vacuum state |Φ are also unique, and can be associated with the intrinsic deformation of the VAP-JTA state.
Systematical VAP calculations of even-even sd-shell nuclei have been performed using the USDB Hamiltonian. The VAP-JTA energies, E * JT A , are very close to the shell model results, E SM . Moreover, the relative energy, E * JT A − E SM , increases with the shell model dimension N JT . The shapes described by the HFB minima are always axial. However, with spin projection VAP calculations always produce triaxial shapes. We believe that such triaxiality is an universal phenomenon caused by the beyond mean-field dynamic correlations. Finally, we show that those VAP-JTA states reaching the exact shell model results do not have clearly defined intrinsic shapes. 
